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ABSTRACT

This report describes a very brief introduction to the 2no order Sigma Delta ADC

for Biomedical Application up to l50Hz. The sampling theorem and quantization

noise theory are reviewed and it is shown that a Sigma D€lta ADC _grossly
oversamples the input signal and shapes the noise spectrum such that the

modulator appears to be a high pass filter for the noise and allow pass frlter for the

input sipal. 
-I.oop 

filter is used for noise shaping combining with DAC. we are

*ing t*o types of lbit modulator-ClFF and CIFB. The concept of digital part is

intro-rluced as incorporated with filtering and downsamplg. fh" digital part is the

decimation filter that is implemented by combining one 5'order CIC hlter and two

FIR filter.
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Chapter l: INTRODUCTION

Delta-sigme (Af,; or sigmadelta, !A) modulation is a method for encoding analog

signals into digital signals or higher+esolution digital signals into loi/eHesolution digital signals.

The conversion is done using enor feedback, where the difference b€tween the t$o signals is

measurod and used to improve the conversion. Th€ lo^r-resolution signal typically changes more

quickly than th€ high{esolution signal and il can be filtered to recover the high{esolutaon sagnal with

litue or no loss of lidelity. This technique has found increasing use in modem electronic components

Such aS Converters, frequency synthesizers, switched-mode power supplies and motor controllers

Both analog-todigital converters (ADCS) and digital-to-analog converters (DACs) can employ

d€lta-sigma modulation. A delta-sigma ADC first encodes an analog signal using delta-sigma

modulation and then applies a digitatfilt€r to form a higher-resolution digital output. On the other

hand, a delta-sigma DAC encodes a higfFresolution digital input signal into a lower-resolution signal

that is mapped to voltagos and then smoothed with an analog filter. In both cases, the temporary

Use of a lo er-{ssolution signal simplmes cirolit design and improves efficiency.

The coarsely{uantiz€d output of a delta-sigma modulator is occ€sionally used direclly in

sbnal procossim or as a r€presentation for signal storage. For exampl6, the super Audio cD (sAcD)

stores tho output of a delta-sigma modulator diredly on a disk-

Block Diagram ofa Delta Sigrna Converter

1,1: loop Filter

The loop filter is described by an ABCD matrix. For singlenuantizer systems, the loop filter is a

twoinput, one-output linear system and ABCD is an (n+l)'(n+Z) matrix, partitioned into A (n x n), B (n x 2), c
(l x n) and D (li 2) sub-matrices. This formulation is sufficiently general to encompass all single-quantizer

modulators which employ linear loop filters.

1.2: Ilecimation filter

In audio applications, need for efficient digital filter has been increasing at high rate becaus€

of high speed and low power requirernents. The oversarnpling sigrna-delta modulation is a proven

method to realize high- od very high-resolution analog to digital converters. Need for decimation

filt€r is to rernove the quantization noise within the band of interest and avoid aliasing of high

1



frequency down to low frequency components or within the signal bandwidth. This way of
implernentation reduces the power consumption, also utilizes much lesser hardware compared to few

other designs this is because d each stage the filters operate at a low€r sampling rate. comb filtsr used

a the beginning of the decimation filter requires minimal hardware to perform down-sampling to low

frequency components from high &equency components. We are discussing design of a decimation

filter used for high performance audio applications. We implemented decimation filter in order to

obtain low-power with the use of canonical signed digit (CSD) representation. The filter coefficients

obtained re represented using CSD representatiorq which requires less hadware and consumes less

power . Basic requirernent qf thi3 digital filter is to decreas€ the frequency spectrum and filtered out

ihe feedback signal Because of the use of oversampling in sigmadelta modulators, the need arises for

chanslns the sampling rate of signal, decreasing it to Nyquist rate in A./D-converters. Thus, the high

resolution can be achievod by the decimation (sample reduction). Such sample reduction can be

achieved employing high precision FIR filters, usually in cascaded structures. This paper describes the

steps of practical design of decimation filter for high-resolution tA A./D converter. The design of a
decimafion fitter is proposed that ernploys three stage - one Cascaded Integration Comb filter (ClC)

followad by two FIR filters. This approach eliminates the need for multiplication, requires a

maximum clock frequenry equal to the sampling Finatly, it explains how to implement dre filter

efficiently in hrdwre.

1.3: DAG

In elec,tronics, a diErtd-tG.rndog convcrtcr (DAC or l>'to-A) is a function that converts digital data (usually

binary) imo an analog signal (current, voltage, or electric_charge). An digital_to analog converter @AC)

performs the revers€ fuoction of ADC. A -DAC is often needed to convert the digital signal to analog, for

examplc to drive an earphone or loudspeaker amplifier and produce sound (analog air pressure waves).

lI: Quantze(Ql
-i ; r'-,i

o u.ttrl r/.Itron lr(rr5c

Figure l.l : Quantizaton

Quantizatioru in mathernatics and digital signal processing, is the process of mapping a large

s€t of inpnt values to a smaller set - such as rounding values to some unit of precision. A device or

algorithmic fimction that perfomrs quantization is called a quantizer. The round-off error introduced

by quantization is referred to as quantization error.

In analog-todigital conversiorq the difference between the actual analog value and quantized digital

value is called quantization error or quantization distortion. ilhis error is either due to rounding or

truncation. The error signal is sometimes considerod as an additional random signal called

quantization noise because of its stochastic behaviour. Quantization is involved to some degrQe in

nearty all digital signal processing as the proc€ss of representhg a signal in digital form ordinarily

involves rolnding. Quantization also forms the core ofessentially all lossy compression algorithms.
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Chapter 2: BAstcs BLocKS oF SIGMA DELTA MODULATOR

2.1: Oversampling

The key advantage of oversarnpling is that the signal band occupies a small Ilaction of the
Nyquist interval making it possible to use digital cancellafion on the relatively large fraction of the
quantization noise that is outside the band of interest. The use an ideat digital filter after the A.l)
conversion rernoves the noise frorn./B to./.i.Z and significantly reduces the quantization noise power
by afactor of Ji/(2lB) leading to

where lzre/is the reference voltage and n is the number of tlits ofthe quantizer.

In signal proc€ssing, oversampling is the process of sampling a signal with a sampling
ftequ€ncy significantly higher than twice the bandwidth or highest frequency of the signal being
sampled. Oversampling helps avoid aliasing, improves resolution and reduces noise.

An oversampled signal is said to be oversampled by a factor of B, defined as

p&r f.v- zB
or

f":ZFB
Where fs is the sampling freqr.Fncy end I is the bandwidth or highest frequency of the signal.
The Nyquist rate is then 28.

The Frequency Domain
Ovorsampling by K Times

Figure 2: sampling by nyquist interval
nyqurst interval

The definition of the
by OSR potentially improves the nurnber of bits

Figure 2.1:over sampling by k times of the

equivalent number of bits shows that an oversampling
from n to
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ENOB=n+X3'log2'(0SR)

showing that every increase ofthe o.\',li by a factor four potentially improves the converter resolution

by l-brt. The advantage is not so important as, for example, for gaining 5-r5il it is necessary to use

OSR= 1024. Nevertheless, when oversampling is used to relax the anti-aliasing specifications, the

additional benefit ofobtaining extra bits is obviously positive.

2.2: Quentization and Quantizrtion f,rror.

Disqetization in amplitude domain of any continuous signal is said to be Quantization. This

continuous-todiscrete transformation in amplitude generates an error, commonly ret'erred to as quantization

enor. The quantizaiion itself introduces a fundamental limitation on the performance ofan ideal ADC. lt
degrades the quality of the input signal whose continuous-value levels are mapped onto a finite set of discrete

levels.

Fig.4 shows the transfer characteristic ofan ideal quantizer, where e stands for the quantization error.

This error is a nonlinear function ofthe input signal, as shown in Fig.s. Note thar, if x is confined to the full-

scale input range [-xFs 12, xrs /21, the quantization error is bounded by l-A/2, A/2], with beioS the

quantization step, defined as the separation between adjacent output levels in the quantizer. As long as rhe

quantizer does not overload lel( A,/2.The number ofquantizalion levels is large, then the quantizai ion norse

is while with a power oe2 = Azll2 = l/3 for A=2.

2.3: Noise shaping

Noise shaping is a technique typically used in digital audio, image, and video processing,

usually in combination with dithering, as part of the process of quantization or bit{epth reduction of a

digital signal. lts purpose is to increase the apparent signal to noise ratio of the resultant signal. lt

does this by altering the spedral shape of the error that is introduced by dithering and quantizaiiorr,

such that the noise power is at a lofler lev6l in frequency bands at which nois€ is perceived to be

more undesirable and at a conespondingly higher level in bands where it is perceived to be less

undesirable. A popular noise shaping algorithm used in image processing is known as 'Floyd

steinberg dithering" end many noise shaping algorithms used in audio processing are based on an

'Absotute threshold of hearing'.

Ideal charactrstics

e:vy

Figure 4: Quantization error

Figure 5: lncorporating the quantizer in a feedback loop
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The scheme has a sampled data input that, after the processing block A(z), is converter into digital. For
closing the loop it is necessary to generate the analog representation of the converted signal as done by the

DAC. A second processing block A(z) is used before the subtracting element. The linear model of Fig:2

represents the quantization effor with the additive noise €g that is a se€ond input ofthe circuit.

By inspection ofthe scheme it results

lX'Y R(z)laQ)+eq:Y

whose solution yields

v_ X(t)A(t) + EA- r+A(z).8(r) r+A(z).a@)

The above equation shows that signal and quantization noise pass through two different transfer

fimctions

Y=X S(z) + €q N(;)

named signal transfa (S(z) fimction and noise transler function (M(;)) respectively. For a low pass

data converter and for securing a beneficial noise shaping, 5(:) should be low pass and lr'(;) high pass.

Since often the processing block B(z) is not used (R(z) = l), /(z) must be integrator-t)?e for obtaining

the desired responses.tains noise shaping

The accurary of Ovosampling ADC / DAC can be increased by applying methods to reduce

quantization noise. A method in which the inband noise is pushed in the frequency out of interest.

Such a phenome,na is called Noise Shaping ,where the quantization enor conceptually generatd by

the difference of the input signal, , from an analog version of the quantizer output, -is shaped by a

filtgf, with a transfer function, usually called noise transfer function (NTF). which can be either of
high-pass type or band-stop type. In case low pass oversampled signal ,the low liequency inband

component the removal of quantization Noise can be done through Differentiator in z domain fansfer

firnction is given by:

NTF (z) : (1- z-r1t . Where L denotes the order offilter.

2'I) ORT>ER

OIGITAL
FILTER

I ST ORDER

lt
2

Figure 6:Sigma-Delta modulators shape quantization noise

2.4: Noise shaping and 1-bit converters

Since around'1989, 1 bit delta-sigma modulators have been used in analog to digital

converters. This involves sampling the audio at a very high rcte (2.8224 mllion samples per second,

Kfc
2



for example) hJt only using a single bit. Because only 1 bit is us€d, this converter only has 6.02 dB

of dynamic range. The noise floor, however, is spread throughout the entire "legal" frequencry range

below the Nyquist freqt ency of t.4112 MHz. Noise shaping is used to lower the noise present in the

audible range (2OHzto20k{z) and increase the noise above the audible range. This results in a

broadband dynamic range of only 7.78 dB, but it is not consistent among ftequeney bands, and in the

lowest frequencies (the ardible range) the dynamic range is much greater - over 1@ dB. Noise

Shaping is inherently built into the delta-sigma modulators.

The 1 bit converter is the basis of the DSD formate. One criticism of the 1 bit converter (and

thus the DSD system) is that becluse only 'l bit is used in both the signal ard the feedback loop,

adequate amounts of dither cannot bo used in the feedback loop and distortion can be heard under

some conditions. Most A,/D converters mado since 2000 us€ multi-bit or muliilevel delta sigma

modulators that yield more than 1 bit output so that proper dither can be added in the feedback loop.

For traditional PCM sampling the signal is then decimated to 44.1 ks/s or other appropriate samplo

rates.



Chapter 3: Modulator

3.1: Gcne ral arthitecture

C ock

Figure 8: IA modulator

Anahg
lrpu

Figure 8: IA modulator Figure 9: Sampled-data first-order sigma delta modulator

The block diagram ofFig. 8 integrates the difference between the analog input and the D.4(l output to

g€n€rate 6e sampleddata input of the AD(-.'t"Ire input of the modulator can be already in the

sa6plod-and-hold format or a.S&H is necess:rD/ before the data conversion. In the former case we

have a sanpled{ata tA the latter case corresponds to a continuous-time XA modulator. Moreover,

the number of bits used by the lD(l Nd the l)A(: distinguishes between a single-bit IA (or simply

!A) and a multi-bit tA modulator. Fig, 9 shows the block diagram of sampled-data tA that us€s the

transfer function

z"
H \z) = T=_

to realize the analog sdnpled-data integration.
Since 65e quantization associated with the n-bit,41Xi is equivalent to the addition of a quantization

eno\ eQ, and the DAC just converts the digital output inlo a quantized analog signal' then the

diagram of Fig. 9 can be modelled with the analog scheme which is a linear sampled-data circuit
with two inputs, X ard €Q, and one output, I. The encoder provides a digital representation of the

quantized variable /.
The equation describing the circuit is

Y (z't= {Xz) - Y (4}# +eae)

leading to

y (z) = Kz) z-r t<q{z) (I - z-t)

Notice that the signal is just delayed by one clock period while the noise is passed through (1 - z- t 
1.

This shows that the signal and the quantization noise are processed differendy by the modulator. To

generalize. we can state that signal pass€s thfough the slgnal transfer function S'l l"(z) urd the

quantization noise through the noise transfer functron N7{:/.
t (z't = .Y ' STflz) + esQ) ' NTflz).



The noise transfer fiurction ofthe first order IA is high-pass as is elident by its estimation on

the unity circle: z'- eJwr

NTF (w) = l-e-lwr =2js-lwr1z ejwT12_ e-twTlz

Nlflat) - 2i e-Jnr/z sln(wT f Z)

The result shows that the white spectrum of the quantization is arnplified by 4 but is

shaped by sin(wT/z) giving rise to a significant atterruation of the low-frequency components of the

speclrum.
If a digital filter removes any noise power outside the signal band, then the resulting square

noise voltage is the integral ofthe shaped spectrum extended llom 0 to;16.

4? = utrp J{B 4 * stn2@P) df = vtra+ f;r'z
obtarned using the approximahon .t,r(-r ) = r, valid torwuT f ,<< 

r/t since v|n.o=vl,,uf'lz and

Vp4(i)= i""t/t: i=o.... k.

The cascade of,4DC'and Dl() gives rise to a quantizet whose quantization interval isA - VrcJ. k, and

h6 nQ = tog27 + l) bits. Moreover, since the power of the quantization noise and that ofa full-scale

sinewave are respectively

,1.0 =vl"tf ur12; vin" = 
nh' 

l"
then the maximum .SNR of the first order !A modulator is given by

sArR"^. = !.nt 4 osnt
8Ez

Assuming n/= /og2,t, above equation in dl}, becomes

sNRla.r laa= 6.o2 n/ + 1..78 - 5.17 + 9.03 log2(osR)

3.2: Lec criterion for stability of single'bit modulators

A binary signra{elta modulator is likely to be stable if 
^orl{(et*)l 

< 2. Neither necessary

nor a sufficient condition but still useful.

^orlu 
{"i,)l is the maximum gain of NTF over all frequencies (remember that w is periodic

with period of2r or H is periodic over f:[0,fs]).

nolse

n2
=ui,oi

I

I

I
I
Ii
I

7'= I f, then the above equation can be rewriften as

-, ['r...|'
v: = "3'Zlf,lLZt

If the IDC uses ,t thresholds, the D,4 (l generates ft+ I

o.tR-3

fevels in the referer,ce range 0 l''reJ

I

a

a

a

^o,lH 
{",*)l < L5 is also called Il-infinity or llHll-
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3.3; General architectures for single.quantizer modulators

(

I't
NTF=#

J?-F=ffi
FigurelO: Loop filter with one bit quantizer

3.3.1: [,oop filters with distributed feedforward and input coupling (CIFF)

Figure I l: Chain of integrators with weighted feedforward summation

L{z) = -qr11t1 - a2l (z)2 - "'- apl(z)N tr"l*
Ls(z) = lt1at1 + arlz +...arld) + b2(a2l + "'+ axlrv-1) + "'+ bN+1

For low-distortion arclritecore, STF=I b2= St= "' =brv =0 br - bt*r = 1

3.3.1.1: Simulink model

Figure l2: CIFF
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3.3.1.2: Simulated result

t-tlIraIr--al nE rr

Figure 13: NTF & simulated output

3.3.2: Loop filters with distributed feedback and input coupling (CIFB)

Figure 14: Cascade of4 integrators with distributed feedback and distributed coupling

ttf =&--bL+ 
bz(z - r) + '- + bN+t(z - L)N

All NTF zeros are at DC (r I )

Poles of NTF and STF are controlled by a; coe{ficients (used to control stability). Zeros of STF are

contolled by bj coefficients.

b, + br(z - L) + ...+ bNn(z - l)N

L1Q) = -
Feedback transfer fi.rnction

(z - t)N

at + az(z - 1) + ...+ aN(z - 1)!-t
(z - t1u

ntf =H(z) ==+^=l=+r-L\(z) D(2)

D(zl=at+or1r-rr*....+a r(z - 1)l'-1+(z - 1)Iv

Then STF: I and input to any of the integrators in the loop does not contain input signal component

which results in a low distortion architecture.

Ls(z) =
Feedforward transfer fu nction

10



3.3.2.l: Simulink model

3.3.2.2: simulated result

3.4: COMPARISON TABLE
TOPOIOGY

Figure 15: ClfB

l.

l-.l-
I

Figure 16: NTF & simulated output

FOR DIFFERENT SIGMA DELTA MODULATOR

-

Sr.
No- OSR Efiective number of bits(in bits)

CIFF CIFB

1 2 3.09 2.17

2 4 3.98 3.15

3 8 5.07 5.6

Table 1: Comparision between OSR & ENoB

11



Chapter 4: Decimation filter

4. I:SPECIFICATION OF THE DECIMATION FILTER FOR SIGMA DELTA CONVERTER

A sigma-delta A./D-converter consists of a sigma-delta modulator, which produces the
bitsoeam at the sarnpling rate, which can be in the megahertz range. The figure shows a digital side of
sigma-delta modulator. The specifications of dre decirnation filter are dependent upon 

-the 
overall

specification from the sigma-delta converter.
The output of sigma-delta modulator is a I -bit data bitstearn at the sarnpling rale' which is 800H2.
The purpose of digital-anddecimation filter (Fig) is to extact information hom this data bitstream
and reduce the data rate to a more useful value.

AndoJ

Fig: Sigrna-Detta ADC

Table: Decirnation fi lter specifi cation

using specification given in above Table , in sigmadelta ADC, the digital filter average the
l-bit data streanr, improves the ADC resolution and removes quantization noise that is outside the
band of interest. The purposo of decimation filter is to remove the noise shifted by modulator to high
frequencies, reduce the sampling frequency of 800FIz and increase the number of bits in the output.
Widr 7 bits in the output of the {ilter Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is 86 dB.

4.2:DESIGN OF THE DECIMATION FILTER
Practically it is complicated to implement a decimation filter in hrdware level. It is therefore

necessa4/ to use multistage approaclr, whereby the decimation is performed in several stages. The
decimation is done by using two types of decimation frlter-Cascade integration Comb(CIC) frlto
and Finite lnpulse ResponsqFlR) filter. Here we are using 5th order decimation filter with three
stages:

. Cascade Integration Comb(CIC) filter where sampting frequency rs
factor 4.

a In FIR fitter with decimation factor 2. It compsnsate the in band attenuation introduced
by the comb stage.

decimated by a

Dgtallilter

Parmeter Symbol Value

SiFel banduridth: BW l00Hz

Sampling frequency: Fs 800H2

Over sampling ratio: OSR 8

Nurber of bits in modulator bit stream: Bmod 1

No ofbits in output of filter: B 7

Passband frequency: Fpass l00Hz
Stopband frequency: Fstop l25Hz
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IF
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Iri"
IrT.
FT'
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. znd FIR filter with decimation factor L tt is used for last stage with step transition, to
provide the required stop band attenuation-

100H2

Fig : Decimation filter architecture

4.2.1: First stage, CIC fdter
It is very e{ficient to use a Cascaded Integrated Comb filter (ClC) for the first stage. Such

clc filter can be easily implemented in hardware, requiring no multiplication. Funhermore, it can be
used to decimate the data by a large factor, allowing easier implementation of the following stages.
The drawback is the drop in the pass-band due to the sin(x/x response ofthe filter. This needs ro be
compensded for in the following stage of FIR filtering. In this design is used CIC filter to decirnate
data by deoimation ratio 4. This filter is mainly consisting of two sections- integration section and
comb section.

),l4lr )f )t )iir")i',jt +L,t' trrl
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Fig: 5- order CIC block
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IanL lfN is the order of fiher, R is the decimation factor and M is the difrerential delay then,

N=5;R=4;M=l
The nansfer firnction for integration section is

H,(z\= 1

' \ ' l-"'1

The transfer firnction for comb section is

H"(z)-r-z-nu
The tansfer ftnction of the CIC filter is

H(z)= H,(z)H"(fi = #;+ = [XRM-1z-i]N
And magnitude of the fiequenry response,

lH1"i';;-lsin(tr9) 1ru' sir+
In our proposed CIC filter, N=5, R= | 6 & M: I
Therefore, H(r\=tl#f
And magnitude of the frequency response,

I H 1el,y | = t 
sin(E!t!) 

l N
srr!i_

. sin(3.14.rrn .= rl;E- r-

Nhnilude Response (dB)

T.-_.:rj - --- Ffer *1; Quantize<t 
I

L' - - Fter *1: Reforenc€l

090.8

ott
o
9

o(!

0.5 0.6 0.7

lornelzed FrEuency (xr rad/sanple)

Fig: CIC filter output

4.2.2:Two stagcs of tr'IR filtcring

. The numbers of FIR stages requiled by looking at computational effort required for different
solution and selecting the best one. The fiequency band attemration for each stage ;an be detennined
using the following formula:

I4
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I.s: Sampling Jiequency ofJilter
I: T'otal mtmber of stage
Fi-' F ,Mi: i is numher of stage, (i- l, 2, ...1):

Table: Specification for two sages FIR filter

Each of tle filter in hardwsre using only ono multiplier. Therefore increasing the number of
stage my finther would turn out to b€ less effcient since it would require an extra multiplier for each
finthcr shge of FIR filt€r. Therefore are chosen to use two stage ofFIR filter.

ihgntud€ Respoose (dB)

ii l
0l 06 a7

(xr radsanple)
08

tr 
,'

1t
!i
0903 04

l$rnElized

Filter parameter I" FIR 2no FIR

Sampling frequency(Fs) : 200Hz' l00Hz

Passband frequency(Apass) : l00Hz l00IIz

Stopband fr equency(Astop) : 375H2 l25Hz

Passband maximum ripple : 0.00025dB 0.00025

Stopbmd attenuation: 90dB 90dB

Fig 6: FIR filter respons
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Chapter 5: DAC

5.1: Feedback DAC nonidealities

A maJor error conftibutor to CT Al modulators is the feedback DAC. Errors in the outennost
feedback loop add directly to the input signal, which means that these errors are not subject to noise
+ap_ing, !f a ry?ical rectangular feedback form is assumed (e.g. NRZ and RZ). mist comrnon
feedback DAC errors can be derived. The feedback purse can be affected by timing errors which
varies the position and length of the pulse. This can be a constant delay ra of tire pulsJoften relbned
lo as e.ircer',r loop delay, or a statistical variation of the position or length of the DAC pulse caused by
clock jitter. The pulse edges would also inevitably have nonideallyl.ising and faffinj tin,es auc to
finite slew rale in the DAC.ls-*r

e -|t
E-1C

c{
s3
Frt
ss
si.
s-1,|r

*4
H
sft
efa
sfa
S-*t
-S.
rsa
s=3
is:r

",, 
(t )

ttlt)

Dccimator

Fig l: Block diagrarn ofgeneral CT ADC shov.ing feedback DAC

5.2: Excess Loop Delay

Excess loop delay is an unwanted delay td between the ideal and the implemented leedback DAC
pulse:

td : rdTs;

where rd is the exc€ss loop delay relative to the sampling period Ts. This delay can arise frorn fimte
respond time in the DAC and delays in the path between the quantizer and the DAC. The excess loop
delay causes two different nonideal effects in cr al. modulators. \vhen the loop delay shifts tne
DAC pulse. but the pulse retains within its sampling period or when the loop delay shifts pans of the
DAC pulse into the next sarnpling period. The lafter happens when using a NRZ-DAC or even
sometimes with M-DACs in high speed modulators.

Q+TD iJ*rtt
Figure 2: Excess loop delay in RZ DAC

EA modulator

t
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Figure 3: Excess loop delay in NRZ DAC

53: Clock Jittcr

Clock-jitter is a comrnon problem associated with clock generators due to uncertainty in the timing

of the clock edges caused by the fmite phase-noise (PN) in fte generated clock waveform. It rs a

critioal problem that is b€coming the main limitation in the performance of stateof-the-art data-

@nver@rs. The problern of clock-jitter is a very critical issue and can sigrrificaotly deteriorar€ the

achievable signal-to.noise ratio (SNR) ofan analog-to-digital converter (ADC) or a digital-to-analog

convcrter (DAC) by several dBs.

Clock jitter introduces errors into both the forward palh (as sampling errors at the quantizer

inpm) and tho fcedback gh (as time4eloy error.s in the DAC lbedback pulses).

DAC outpul in
presence of clock jitter

DAC ouput with
ideal clock
(zero jifter)

Error sequence

?'s ?i + ta

fi1wt 5.1. Dqrimlcrtt rEp-rnrtdon!of .r j.tt<tcd bit ri,r.m.
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5.4:Return-To-Zero DAC Waveforms

Return-tc'z€ro DAC wavefomls are known to be robust to even-order nonlinearities resulting
&om mismatch between rise and falt times, as welr as ress sensitive to excess roop deray in the
quantlzer compared to NRZ waveforrns. They are the most sensitive to pwJ because the additi,ne;rne,
induced errors are linearry proportional to the random timing errors at the ris€ and fall edges every
clock-ryclg as illustrared in Fig're r5(a). The equivalent error induced by pwJ in a RZ DAC
waveform is s.iven

€i(nFTL-(nfe"qr#qs)
(1)

where A(n) is the area dilference resulting from 6e error in the total integrated charge per one clock
period zs baween the ideal and the jittered waveformq y(n) is the modul"to, oupui ut the nth cl.,,k
cycle, TC is the duty-rycle of the RZ pulse, and Ltr(n) lrrrd, Ltf(n) are the random timing errors in the
rise and fall edges, respectively, of the ntl DAC pulse. For a single tone ig. sin(rrrsig t) at the input of
the All modulator, the integrated in-band jitter-induced noise power (1a./iy') for a RZ DAC is eiven bv

I luNt^, = * (?)' lry * E* I:,lw o ("' *)l' a*l

where oj is the rms jitter in the DAC sampling-clock, osR is the oversarnpring ratio of the
modnlcor, a is the quantization stsp of the loop quantizer, and /lrF is the noise nansier-function of
the modulator. From oquation (2), the expressions for the IBJN due to input signar and shaped
quantization noise can be written as follows

(2)

I&INlj1,6" 1o 1,*, soa :
v"is'lei\z
;;R--\i"/

I N \ln z. a," n 
"t*,r a *i - = *, G1)' * f ,l ru r r p i * 

1 12 
aw

. From dteexpression in (2), it is evident that the IBJN decreases proportionally with the oSR andthe duty cycre of the DAC oulse. paticurarry, r) as the osR increases, the power spectrar density(PSD) of the PWJ induced errors is reduod and hence ttre rcsurting integfoiJ-inluuriiniir" i,decreased-accordingly' 2) the additive error in the arnount of integrated itrargJio a" ro"p-nrt",1*o
linearly with the pwJ at the rise a$ ralleaeq tv a facto*ough{ equar to tfre puGffiituj", *n"r,is .inversely proportional to rc. The |BJN due to in-band idal 

"o,npooeni 
giu- li- fty,'"u*osidebands of the input sienar to qppear in the desired band. etsi, aom t+j, pwj Jra"" v -.arr"r,,,gshaped noise resuls in noise folding back over the desired band and rr-"li a*"tir-g rh"l;-uin'J noir"level. In (2) and (4) the effect of the quantizer resolution is implicitly included in A2l

5.5.'Non-Return-To-Zcro DAC lVavefoms
Non-retnm-to'zero DACs are known to be highly sensitive to excess toop delay and also they

result in even-order nonlineadties due to mismatch between rise and fall times, in contrast to RZ DAcl
waveforms. Howwer, they are commonry used in cr Air modurators due to their simpre
implemortatiorq relaxed SR requirsment on the integraring amplifiers, and lower sensitivity to clock-jitter compared to RZ DACs. In NRZ waveforms the clock-jitter will be effective only during the
clock edges ar which data is changing. Equivalent enor induced by ctock-jitter in a NRZ waveform rs
given by

(3)

(4)
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r=l
sr+.?
rF
FF
;-F
+
r-f
r-p
f'{
t-ptftf
t-ir
F-5rF{

(5)

where At(n) is lhe random tirning error in the clock edge of dre nfi clock-cycle. For a single tone

Vsig .sig(<osig t) d the input of the Ai-j modulalor, fte total IBJN for a NRZ DAC is given by

rBrN t*, = 4.11511. Bw,. of t+ (#) * ^:tryE

-.v"1o2,8w2.o1 os n.ew2.L2 'o pap,p11g2 oj
- -' osR-- ------ g

where BW is the input sigral bandwidtlr oSRsig the ratio of the sampling frequency to double the

input siggal frequency, and

onrrrrr'= * I!,[l,vrr(",*)l'. fr - cosw; ]aw

Thus, the expressions for the IBJN due to input signal and shryed quantization noise can b€ written as

follows

^v.'^z.awz1l (7)INI''lb1pr a- 6as.t Sz'n' -::-

, osn8wzAzonTp,pysz.ojI&Ifu1g^4oaatu="::z-- (8)

From thc expressim in (7), 6e IBJN due to srgnal is inversely proportional wi$ the oSR because,

intuitively, as lhe OSR inoeases, less signal-related transitions will occur at the modulator output and

hcnoe less additive jitter noise will be generated. On the other han4 from (8), the IBJN due to $aped

noise increases proportionally with rhe OSR because a higher OSR means more OOB shaped noise

componenb will be modulded and fold back over dre desired channet by the PN compon€nts al iheir

respective frequeiroies. Therefore, the OSR needs to be optimized for better robustness to PWJ

rcording to the contribution of each compoent (in-band signal and shaped noise). Also, the IBJN

due to shapod noise is proportional to oy7p,.2152, and thus to minimize the PWJ, the aggressiveness of

the NTF needs to be rela<od.

5.6: Modclling for DAC JittGr

Pul$
Gqtcr:i6?

Feodb.ck Sigod

Add]\ra EtIo.

(6)

(.)

RNS Jitrer
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Fig 4: FIG 5: Sfunulink Modeling for DACs and jitter induced additive errors in the feedback ofa CT
A[ modulaor. (a) RZ DAC. (b) NRZ DAC.
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Conclusion & future work

Conclusion

From the aforernentioned resultg it is concluded that sigma delta adc provide us perfectdtgt?r Pg bio-medicat signal. The osR increases tne smon La eN.B "t*'i;;;;; 
""ft- 

"certain level the increase in oSR will not affect the SNR value. For both the topology 
"r "i.*a" .rrntegrators and cascade of resonators , the values for feedforward and'reed"ria* 

-fo; 
-"4proximately same.Also for higher oSR (above oSR = 8),thcvalues obtained for sNDR and ENoBis higher in the case of cascade of rcsonators than c*cai" of rntegrators for both {ixdforward andfeedback form.

Future work

we have impremented sigma-derta adc for bio-medical application which has thebandwidft of | 50H2. we are trying to upgrade our design so that it will be suitable for audio
applications having bandwidth of 20kHz by applying more oider of the modulator.
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